ROSSMOOR LAWN BOWLING CLUB
Expectations for New Trainees
The primary aim of the RLBC is to ensure the enjoyment of everyone in playing the
sport of bowls. To meet this goal requires all participants to maintain focus on their bowl
delivery and to be able to follow the progress of the game from beginning to end. This
does not mean that all participants need to achieve an expert level of play, but team
members do expect a level of understanding that will not hinder game play. Before
joining club members in regular games and tournaments, all potential bowlers must be
certified by the club’s coaching staff. Not all new trainees will meet this level of
competence.

To be certified a new bowler must meet the following levels of competency:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An understanding of the layout of the bowling green
Demonstrate a basic level of bowl delivery, including rolling to jack and bowl
delivery to the far ditch
Knowledge of team roles (for a triples game)
Demonstrated knowledge of mat setup and jack delivery
Demonstrated knowledge of rudimentary hand signals
Demonstrated knowledge of scoring
Demonstrated ability to follow skip’s instructions
Demonstrated knowledge of game etiquette
Demonstrated knowledge of green safety

The amount of time it takes to become certified will vary from one trainee to another, but
they should allow at a minimum of a month to two months; some will take more time
depending on deficiencies found in the skills listed above.

A new trainee is asked to come to the classes on time and in proper attire. A club
member is expected to follow dress guidelines outlined in the club handbook when
rolling on the bowling greens. Trainees are only expected to wear flat soled shoes and
bring a hand towel to classes. All other equipment will be provided.

The lawn bowls provided during training are club bowls and are not to be used outside
of training. It is expected that a new bowler will provide their own bowls upon completion
of certification. An assortment of used bowls is available from the club, but all sizes may
not be available. An individual approaching certification will be advised when they
should consider obtaining their own bowls.

